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[ PHYSICS WORKSHOP SKILL ]

(Theory : Marks - 40)

Group - A

Answer any three of the following questions : 12×3=36

1. (a) State and explain five basic precautions that one should take in a workshop.

(b) (i) A lever is used to lift 600 kg load with an effort of 60 Kg. Draw diagram showing

the positions of the effort, load and fulcrum clearly. Assume lever of length 30 meters.

(ii) Which class of levers are you using?

(c) What is soldering a circuit? Mention the steps in soldering. 4+3+1+4



2. (a) What do you understand by (i) Fixed, (ii) Movable and (iii) Compound pulleys?

Explain with diagrams and give an example of each.

(b) Describe in detail the working of a Timer circuit. 3×3+3

3. (a) Explain in detail how to use transistor as a switch.

(b) Write down the differences between Relay and Transistor.

(c) Describe the use of sextant for measuring the height of a building. 5+3+4

4. (a) How to attach Gears, Sprockets and Pulleys to Shafts?

(b) Draw block diagram of a cathode ray oscilloscope and explain, in detail, the electron

focusing and time-base generator. 6+6

5. (a) Describe the advantages and disadvantages of welding over soldering. Compare the

applications of both the processes.

(b) Explain (i) drilling process and (ii) milling process. Under what circumstances would

you use each of them? 6+6

6. (a) What is the difference between welding joints and welding defects?

(b) What are the components of lubricant oil? What are the types of lubricating oils?

(c) Describe the working of a regulated power supply. 6+2+4

Group - B

Answer any two of the following questions : 2×2=4

7. What is mechanism of gear system?

8. What are the three most important quantities a multimeter can measure?

9. What is the least count of a screw gauge if the minimum linear scale division is 0.5 mm and

circular scale markings are 200 divisions per 0.5 mm of the linear scale?

10. How we can make regulated power supply?
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OR

[ COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS ]

[Theory - 25 + Practical - 15]

(Theory)

Group - A

Answer any one of the following questions : 15×1=15

1. Explain the following statements in Fortran :

(i) Input—output statement

(ii) Change of control statement

(iii) Conditional change of control statement

(iv) Loop statement

(v) Go To statement 15

2. Discuss about different internal function of FORTRAN. 15

Group - B

Answer any two of the following questions : 5×2=10

3. What is the usage of Linux as an Editor? 5

4. What is Flow Chart? Write different symbols and rules of Flow Chart? 5

5. What is Algorithm? Write down important characteristics of algorithm. 5
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Group - A

Answer any one of the following questions : 10×1=10

1. Write a Fortran programming to plotting trajectory of a projectile projcted horizontally.

2. Write a Computer programming to find the product of two matrices.

Group - B

3. Write down a possible steps to find a set of prime numbers and Fibanacei series. 5
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___________




